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ABSTRAK 

 

LANGUAGE VARIATIONS FOUND IN THE INTERACTION BETWEEN 

BUYER-SELLER TRANSACTION IN BUNDER MARKET SRAGEN 

 

Penelitian ini berfokus pada variasi bahasa dalam interaksi transaksi jual-beli di 

Pasar Bunder Sragen. Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk (1) mengidentifikasi dan 

mendeskripsikan jenis variasi bahasa yang ditemukan pada interaksi antara 

pembeli dan penjual di Pasar Bunder Sragen dan (2) mendeskripsikan faktor 

yang mempengaruhi variasi bahasa. Penelitian ini bersifat deskriptif kualitatif. 

Objek penelitian ini dalah penjual dan pembeli di Pasar Bunder. Dalam 

mengumpulkan data, peneliti menggunakan tehnik observasi serta wawancara. 

Data yang diperoleh peneliti yaitu percakapan antara pembeli dan penjual dalam 

bertransaksi jual-beli. Metode analisis data menggunakan kualitatif analisis. 

Hasil penelitian ini adalah jenis-jenis variasi bahasa (1) Variasi bahasa dari segi 

penutur yaitu sosiolek;(2) Variasi bahasa dari segi pemakaian yaitu fungsiolek; 

(3) Variasi bahasa dari segi formalitas yaitu ragam santai; (4) Variasi bahasa 

dari segi sarana yaitu ragam lisan; dan faktor penyebab terjadinya variasi 

bahasa adalah jenis kelamin, sosial status, dan umur. 

 

Kata kunci: variasi bahasa, faktor penyebab variasi bahasa, percakapan jual-beli 
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ABSTRACT 

 

LANGUAGE VARIATIONS FOUND IN THE INTERACTION BETWEEN 

BUYER-SELLER AT BUNDER MARKET SRAGEN 

 

This research focuses on the language variation in the interaction of buyer-seller 

transaction in the Bunder market Sragen. This study aims (1) to indetify and 

describe the language variations found in the interaction between buyer-seller at 

Bunder Market Sragen and (2) to describe factors influencing the language 

variations. This study is qualitative descriptive research. The object of research is 

language variations of buyer and seller in Bunder market. In collecting data, the 

researcher uses observation and interview. The data obtained by the researcher is 

conversation between buyer-seller in buying-selling transaction. The method of 

analyzing data is qualitative. The results of this study are this the types of 

language variations are (1) language variations in term of speaker or  sociolect; (2) 

language variations in term of utilization or functiolect; (3) language variations in 

term of formality or casual style; (4) language variations in term of facilities or 

oral; and the factors influencing language variation are sex/gender, social status, 

and age. 

 

  

Keywords: language variations, factors influence language variation, buying-

selling conversation 
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CHAPTER I 

 INTRODUCTION 
 

A. Background of Study 

 Human beings social who cannot live alone but always interact with 

each other. For this purpose, human beings use language as a 

communication tool as well as a group identity. Human beings and 

languages are two inseparable entities. It cannot be imagined what would 

happen if human beings had no language. Basically, language is a social 

behavior used as a means of communication by involving at least two 

participants. There are variety of social factors that apply in communication, 

such as the situation, social status, education, age, and gender of 

communication participants who are influential in the use of language.  

Indonesian society consists of various ethnics and cultures so that it 

has varieties of language used to communicate by members of the 

community. In relation to the language situation in Indonesia, the study of 

language is related to language in bilingual or multilingual societies. The 

linguistics situation of Indonesia is characterized by at least two languages, 

regional language as the mother tongue (the first of language) and 

Indonesian as the language national. Using foreign languages also color a 

language situation in Indonesia. 

Human beings need language for interaction. According to Purnanto 

(2002: p. 16), there are some language variations, but between member of 

language community can interact and understand each other because they 

use linguistic forms that is nearly the same relative when speaking. 

Difference of language application by a certain social group is different with 

other group. There are two possibilities, first, between the two social groups 

still understand their different language. Second, they cannot understand. If 

actually the first happens, they are still on one speech community. If 

actually the second happens, they are on different speech community.  
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It‟s similar to use of language by people living in Central Java, such as the 

people who live in Sragen Region, especially in Sragen district.  The 

community group in Sragen usually use Javanese for those who are familiar 

and also Indonesian for those who are not familiar.  Here, it is seems that the 

needs of community in mastering Javanese is inevitable. If they only master 

Indonesian language, they will find difficult to communicate with people 

who can speak Javanese in order to establish intimacy. It makes Javanese 

language is still studied today. Even foreigners who settled on the island of 

Java, especially in East Java and Central Java, in addition they master in 

Indonesian, they also learn Javanese. Javanese is not only used in official 

events, but also used in markets and in public places.  

With regard to language as a means of communication, the level of 

mastery in Javanese between a person and another are different because the 

language of Javanese every people are not same. Actually, they are learning 

and mastering Javanese language appropriately, through educational 

institutions by using the rules of language. Level of education, age, sex, and 

occupation become important factor influence language variation in 

community. Language used by teacher will be different from language used 

by laborer. It is because level of education and occupation. A teacher has 

more high level of education than a laborer. The purpose of communication 

is embodied sentence in the speech. From the sentences uttered by the 

speaker, we know what is talked and is wanted so that it can be understood 

by the speech partner, the partner speech will respond to the sentence of the 

speaker. For example, the sentence that needs answer and sentence who the 

speech partner does act. 

Javanese language has speech levels. Speech levels become a code of 

conformity system of decency that includes vocabulary, syntactic rules, or 

morphology, and phonology. Javanese vocabulary based on the level of 

politeness is divided into ngoko (N), madya (M), krama (K), krama inggil 

(KI), dan krama andhap (KA). The vocabulary of N means impolite, the K 
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means polite, M means half of polite, KI and KA implies very high 

politeness (Poedjasoedarma in Markhamah, 2009: p. 127). 

According to speech level in Javanese, in reality, we know on 

application word such as /kowe/, /sampeyan/, /panjenengan/. The 

application word of /kowe/ used in social situation when talked with  

younger age. Then, the word of /sampeyan/ is used in social situation with 

adults. The word of /panjenengan/ is used in social situation with old men. 

It shows different of language variation. Chaer and Agustina (1995, p. 81), 

classified four language variations : (1) language variation in terms of 

speaker, i.e idiolect, dialect, kronolect, and sociolect. Sociolect or social 

dialect is a language variation regrading status, group, and social class in 

speaker. In sociolinguistics, generally, this languages make variations, 

because language variations involve all of the personal problems in the 

speaker, such as age, education, sex, occupation, social level, and economy 

situation every person. (2) Language variation in terms of utilization, 

language variation regard with application and function is function dialect 

(functionlect), manner or register. Usually the variation is based on usage, 

style, or formality level and utilization. Language variation is based on 

utilization concerned to necessity a sector. For example, literature, 

journalism, military, agriculture, cruise, economy, trading, education, and 

science activities. (3) Language variation in terms of formality, casual 

variation is language variation that is used in informal situation to talk with 

family or friend at break time, exercise, recreation, bargaining transaction 

between buyer and seller, etc. The variety of allegro form, is shortened 

speech. When doing buying-selling in market, relax variation is used by 

buyers and sellers to do transaction. (4) Language variation in terms of 

facilities is language variation can be seen from lane used. In this case, there 

are oral and written variation. Actually, oral and written have structure that 

is not the same, because in oral or in present information orally have voice 
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tone, hand movement, shake of a head, and others. Usually, the commerce 

often uses oral language.  

Bunder Market is the right place to state a heterogeneous situation. In 

the place, people from almost corner of Sragen city and center of Sragen 

city gather to conduct buying and selling transaction in large, medium and 

small scale. They come from different cultures so they use mixed languages. 

Occasionally they use Indonesian, then Javanese, a mixed language between 

Indonesian and Javanese, and so on. 

This research focuses on language variation used in “Interaction 

between Buyer-Seller Transaction”. The main focus of this study is to 

analyze the language variation in transaction activity. The aim of this 

research is to help the readers in understanding the language variation that 

used by buyer-seller in market. 

The following are the examples of language variation and factors used 

in “Interaction between Buyer-Seller Transaction”: 

1. Language variation in terms of speaker.  

Buying-selling at Bunder Market Sragen uses sociolect because buyer 

and seller have different age and social economy status.  The example 

of datum is as follows: 

  

Dialogue I. BUYING A YOUNG JACKFRUIT 

Buyer : Mrs. Sri Sarsiki (73 years) 

Seller : Mrs. Sularsih  (55 years) 

   

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : larangmen. Limaweh,  

  entuk ora?  NGOKO 

 „It‟s so expensive. How about   

  five thousand?‟ 

 

Mrs. Sularsih : mboten angsali bu.  

  Lima sing niki bu.  KRAMA 

 (menunjuk ke buah yang  kecil). 
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„It couldn‟t, Madam. This is 

five thousand, Madam. 

(She points a small fruit)‟ 

(The variation of language used Ngoko and Krama.) 

 

In this case, it is called as language variation, because the buyer (73 

years) older than the seller (55 years) so the buyer uses “Ngoko” speech to 

the seller, and the seller uses “Krama” speech to the buyer. The sentence 

“mboten angsal” said by seller to buyer means a young person (the seller) 

respects an old man (the buyer). The seller uses the speech level "krama". 

The factor influences the use of “Bu” (Mom) by the seller, because there is 

factor of age. 

Dialogue II. A HOUSEWIFE BOUGHT A BROCOLLI 

Seller  : Mrs. Suparni  (68 years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Wina  (39 years) 

 

Mrs. Wina  : Pinten sepalih kilo, Bu? 

  „What is the price of half-kilo, Mom?‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : Yo, sewelas ewu. 

  „Yes, it is eleven thousand‟ 

 (The variation of language used Krama and Ngoko.) 

 

In this dialogue II, it is called as language variation, because the buyer 

(39 years) is younger than the seller (68 years) so the buyer uses “Krama” 

speech to the seller, and the seller uses “Ngoko” speech to the buyer. 

Founded sentence “Pinten” (How much), “Sepalih” (A half) that said buyer 

to seller. So, the sentence is a young person (the buyer) respects an old man 

(the seller). The buyer is using the speech level "krama". The factor 

influence the buyer called the seller used “Bu” (Mom) is age factor. 

2. Language Variation in terms of utilization. 

In Bunder Market, language variation in term of utilization is used in 

bargaining, the example of the datum is as follows: 

Dialogue III. BUYING A YOUNG WOMAN BOUGHT A CORN 

Buyer : Miss Nur  (23 years) 
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Seller : Mr. Ranto  (51 years)  

Miss Nur  : jagunge pintenan?  

  „How much this is corn?‟ 

Mr. Ranto  : tigang ewu niku, mbak.  

  „It‟s three thousand, Sist‟ 

 

In this dialogue, the language variation is used the buyer to the seller, 

there are found word “Jagung” (Corn) and “Pinten” (How much) that is 

used in bargaining. The factor influence seller called the buyer is guide 

“Mbak” (Sister). 

3. Language variation in terms of formality. 

Casual variation is one of language variations of formality. In Bunder 

market Sragen, casual variation is used in buying-selling by sellers 

and buyers. The example of the datum is as follows: 

Dialogue BUYING A YOUNG JACKFRUIT 

Buyer : Mrs. Sri Sarsiki (73 years) 

Seller : Mrs. Sularsih  (55 years) 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : iki piro, Bu? 

      „How much is this, Mom?‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih : nopo neh?  

      „What do you need other?‟ 

Mts. Sri Sarsiki : separo wae aku kok, kokean aku kok. 

        „Only half, it‟s too much for me‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih : wolu ewu. 

        „It‟s eight thousand‟. 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : piro? 

        „How much?‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih : wolu ewu. 

                  „It‟s eight thousand‟. 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : wolu ewu? 

        „Is it eight thousand?‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih : nggih. 

        „That‟s right‟. 

 

The dialogues have language variations used buyer and seller, such as 

the “iki” (This), “piro” (How much), “nopo” (menopo) (What), “neh” 

(maneh) (Again), “nggih” (Yes). The vocabulary is allegro form or 

shortened word which is done by buyer and seller in Pasar Bunder Sragen. It 
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was happened because of relation the buyer and the seller who have been 

often doing buying and selling transaction. The factors influencing buyer 

called the seller with saying “Bu” (Mom), because factor of age which has 

become habit to respect a fellow women. 

4. Language variation in terms of facilities. 

In Bunder market Sragen, facilities can be seen in lane used. Often, it 

is used in oral, it has conversation between buyer and seller. The 

buyer and seller dialogue was proven by researcher through 

observation have been done at Bunder market Sragen. In the 

observation, the buyer and the seller did transaction oral in voice or 

body movement. 

The social interaction exists because of speaking activities in 

community. Speaking activity supported by determinant factor. Language 

lives because of social. There are written language, it is not dynamic like 

oral. Oral language lives on interaction social (Pateda, 1987: p.11). Without 

interaction social, language will die because it‟s not speaking activity in 

community. 

Individual on community like rural community also urban community 

cannot live alone without help from other, like Wijana and Rohmadi said: 

“Sosiolinguistik sebagai cabang linguistik memandang 

atau menempatkan kedudukan bahasa dalam 

hubungannya dengan pemakai bahasa dalam 

hubungannya dengan pemakai bahasa di dalam 

masyarakat, karena dalam kehidupan bermasyarakat 

manusia tidak lagi sebagai individu, akan tetapi sebagai 

masyarakat sosial” (Wijana dan Rohmadi, 2010: 7). 

Based on the quote above, it can be explained that is social human 

beings need helping from other. People need interaction with other people in 

daily activities. For example, we need rice. The rice produced by farmer. If 

there are not farmer, the people can not eat rice. Media to interaction and 

communication is language. As a social society, human beings are 
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interaction with other. Social interaction makes a people understand other 

language and gives language variation in society life.  

Considering the phenomena, the writer intends to conduct the research 

by analyzing the language variation in “The Dialogue Interaction of Buyer-

Seller” and writing it down as a study entitled “Language Variation Found 

in the Interaction between Buyer-Seller Transaction in Bunder Market 

Sragen.” 

B. Limitation of the Study 

The writer focuses on the language variation occurred in “The 

Dialogue Interaction of Buyer-Seller Transaction”, an adaptation on 

bargaining buyer-seller. The data sources were taken from the conversation 

in the bargaining between buyer and seller. The data analysis uses Abdul 

Chaer‟s theory of language variation. The limitation is done in order the 

purposes of this research can be achieved and get best result. 

C. Problem Statement 

Based on the background of study, the formulation of this research 

problem as follows : 

1. What types of the language variations between buyer-seller 

transaction at Bunder Market Sragen? 

2. What are the factors influence language variations between buyer-

seller transaction at Bunder Market Sragen? 

D. Objectives of Study 

According to the research problems, this study aims: 

1. To identify the types of language variations between buyer-seller 

transaction at Bunder Market Sragen.  

2. To describe the factors influencing language variations between 

buyer-seller at Bunder Market Sragen. 
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E. Benefit of Study 

This research is expected to provide both theoretical and practical benefits in 

general linguistic and sociolinguistic developments in particular. 

1. Theoretical Benefit 

a. This study can complete the theory of the study conducted by other 

researchers before. 

b. This research can be used to understand about language variation, 

especially to know language variation in the transaction between 

buyer-seller at Bunder Market Sragen. 

2. Practical Benefit 

a. This study can be a reference for lecturer and students to the next 

research. 

b. The writer hopes the findings will be benefit to the lecturer to 

enrich the knowledge about theory of language variation in 

conversation between buyer-seller transactions.  

c. For readers, this research can enrich their knowledge about kinds of 

language variation in conversation between buyer-seller 

transactions.  

F. Research Paper Organization 

The researcher divides this research into five chapters. Chapter I 

consists of background of the study, limitation of the study, problem 

statements, objectives of the study, benefits of the study, and the last part 

research paper organization.  

Chapter II is underlying theory with previous study, notion of 

Sociolinguistics, notion of language variations, kinds of language variation.  

Chapter III is research method with type and object research, data and 

data source, technique collecting data, data validity and method of analyzing 

data.  

Chapter IV is research finding and discussion. The writer divides this 

chapter into two parts, the language variation found in the interaction script 
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between buyer-seller transaction in Bunder Market Sragen, the factors 

influence language variation in the interaction between buyer-seller at Bunder 

market Sragen. 

Chapter V explains conclusion and suggestion. 
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CHAPTER II 

 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This chapter contains the discussion of the reviewed literature, divided 

in two sections. The first section is previous study, and the second is 

underlying theory. Underlying theory is divided into several sections: 

Notion of Sociolinguistics, the Sociolinguistics Function, Notion of 

Language Variations, Kinds of Language Variations, Social Interaction, the 

factors of Language Variations. 

1. Previous Study 

There are four previous literature studies pertinent to this language 

variation study. The first study was conducted by Septia (2017). This study 

is to describe the language of the ethnic Chinese in the Pondok market of 

Kota Padang as a sociolinguistic study that examines the language in 

relation to the member of society. The data source was ethnic Chinese 

traders who make buying and selling transactions in the Pondok market of 

Kota Padang. 

The second study was conducted by Ramendra (2013). This article aimed at 

(1) describing the variation of language use in Singaraja speech community 

with regard to caste, type of jobs and age and (2) explaining the factors that 

influence such variation. The data were collected through questionnaire, 

interview and recording. The results of the research showed that there were 

three variation of language use in Singaraja speech community in relation 

with the subjects‟ types.  

The third previous study was conducted by Sudono (2014). The 

research is aimed to describe the language choice codes of purchasing in 

traditional market in Winong District, Pati Regency. The data source is 

buyer-seller in traditional market in District of Winong, Pati Regency The 

technique of analyzing data was contextual method. 

The last previous study conducted by Fujiastuti (2014) .This study 

aims to describe the characteristics of various languages of sale and 
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purchase transactions in the Niten Market, Bantul. Describe the 

determinants that cause the variety of language in the sale and purchase 

transactions in the Niten market, Bantul. Describe the function of various 

languages of sale and purchase transactions in the Niten market, Bantul. The 

techniques of analyzing data are an advanced technique of SBLC (Simak 

Bebas Libat Cakap) method. The results of this research indicate that the 

characteristics of the buying and selling in the market there are three Niten 

Bantul. First, the use of the words according to the goods sold. Second, the 

phrase used is short and not complete (no formal sentence). Third, the word 

use Javanese. 

This research focuses on language variation used in “The Buyer-Seller 

Transaction” and the language variation such as. 

2. Underlying Theory 

1) Notion of Sociolinguistics 

According Chaer and Agustina (2004), sociolinguistics is branch of 

linguistics, and it is interdisciplinary with sociology, with object of research 

have between language with social factors in speech community. 

Sociolinguistics is study or discussion of language in relation to 

language speaker as community member. Also it is said that sociolinguitics 

studies and discusses aspects of social language, especially differences of 

variation that exist in language related to social factors (Nababan, 1991:2). 

Generally sociolinguistics explains about relation between language 

with speakers of language as the members of society. This case refers to 

function of language generally namely as the communication tool. 

Sociolinguistics is defined as the study of the relationship between language 

and society (Holmes: 1992, p.2). 

According to Wardhaugh (1986, p.12), sociolinguistics is the study 

that concerned with investigating the relationship between language and 

society with the goal of a better understanding of the structure and of how 

languages function communication. According to Chaer (2004, p.3), 

sociolinguistics is the study of language variation characteristics, the 
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function of language variation, and language usage. These three elements 

interact and change each other in the speech community, social identity of 

speaker, social environment where the speech events occurred, level of 

variation and linguistis of diversity. 

Chaer said that sociolinguistics involves three important things, 

namely language, society, and relationship of language with the community. 

Language will never be separated from people as the user of language, 

language and people are complementing each other. People need language 

for their communication tool to interact with other people, while language 

will be useless if there are no people that will use it. 

Sociolinguistics studies language with calculating relation language to 

society, especially the speech community. So, it is clear that sociolinguistics 

considers relation between two things, namely linguistics to in terms of 

languange and sociology to society (Rahardi, 2001:13). So, it can be 

concluded, sociolinguistics is a branch of linguistics that discusses language 

with speaker in community. Sociolingutics views relation between language 

and social life very tight and have relation. 

2) The Sociolinguistics Function 

Sociolinguistics gives knowledge how to use language. 

Sociolinguistics explains how to use language in social aspect certainly. 

According Fishman (1968: p. 15) that questioned in sociolinguistics is “who 

is say what”. From the formula, we can explain benefit or function of 

sociolinguistics for practice of life. 

The functions of sociolinguistics are two, including: 

a. Sociolinguistics in communication or interaction 

Sociolinguistics in communication gives guidance with show the 

language, kinds of language, and style of language that we used to 

other people. If we are a child in family, certainly we should use 

different kinds/style of language talking with our parents or brother 

and sister. Likewise, when we are student, of course, we should use 
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different kinds/style of language talking with teacher, classmate, or 

senior student. 

b. Sociolinguistics explains the use of pronouns  

Sociolinguistics explains the use of pronouns very important. 

However, without helping sociolinguistics (like to Who, When, and 

Where, the use of pronouns might be used), pronouns is useless in 

fact conversation. When a lecturer talked to his students in lecture 

room, he calls himself with saying “saya” (I am), as well as the 

students to calls a lecturer do not say “kamu” (You) but saying 

“Bapak” (Sir), “Ibu” (Mom).  

3) Notion of Language Variations 

According to Nababan (in Ohoiwutun, 2002), variation can be defined 

as a change or difference from variety of linguistic manifestation, but it is 

not contradiction with the rule of linguistics. Language in people to other, 

one community to other community is different. In certain area, it has own 

language so it will cause language variation. 

According to Hartman and Stork (1972), language variation is 

classified into 3 types, (a) backgrounds of geography and social of speaker, 

(b) media used, and (c) subject. 

According to Chaer (2010), language variation is distinguished based 

on speakers and users. The speakers see who use language, where they live, 

how their social status in society, what the gender is, and when the language 

used. Based on using, language used to what, what the field is, what the lane 

and tools is, and how formality situation is.    

4) Types of Language Variations 

The following discusses kinds of language variation. Chaer divided 

kinds of language variation, as follows: 

a. Language variation in terms of Speaker 

1) Idiolect 

Idiolect is individual language variation. According idiolect concept, 

Every people has their own idiolect (Chaer dan Agustina, 2004:62). 
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Idiolect is individual language variation. In accordance with idiolect 

concept, everyone has their language variation or idiolect. Idiolect 

variations have a “colour” of voice, choice of word, language style, 

structure of sentence, etc. But, the most dominant is color of 

sound/voice, so if we are familiar with someone, just hearing their 

voice without seeing him, we can know who they are. 

Although, it has the same language, but it will still be said differently 

by each speaker, it is related with accents, intonation, and so on 

(Pateda, 1987:57). So, differences of dialect will be easy to identify 

who is speaking.  

2) Dialect 

According to Chaer and Agustina (2004), dialect is language variation 

from a group of speaker that have relative amount, in the one place, 

region, or certain area. Dialect based on region or living area of 

speaker, this dialect is called areal dialect, regional dialect or 

geography dialect. The speaker in the dialect, although they have each 

idiolect, they have the same characteristic in one dialect, different with 

other group of speaker, stay in own dialect with other characteristic 

that also mark the dialect. In Balinese, for example, there are some 

dialects, Balinese in Gianyar dialect, Balinese in Klungkung dialect 

have different with Balinese in Singaraja dialect or Tabanan dialect. 

3) Temporal dialect (kronolect)  

According to Chaer and Agustina (2004: p.64), temporal dialect 

(kronolect) is language variation that used by social group at the 

certain times. For example, language variation of Indonesia at the 

thirties, variation used at fifties, and variation used in the present. 

Language variation in the three era must be different, different of 

pronouncation, spelling, morphology, and syntax. The most visible 

usually from lexicon, because lexicon easy to change, it effects of 

revolution in culture social, science, and technology. 
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4) Social dialect 

According to Chaer and Agustina (2004), social dialect is  language 

variation related to status, group, and social class of speaker. In 

sociolinguisticts, generally the language variation is often discussed, 

because this language variation is all about the problem of speakers, 

such as age, education, sex/gender, occasion, social level, and social 

economy situation. The difference of language variation is not related 

with discussion content, but different in morphology, syntax, and also 

vocabulary. 

b. Language variation in terms of Utilization 

Language variation of utilization is called function dialect 

(Nababan, 1984: 68-70), they are called style or register. Language 

variation usually talked in field of utilization, style, or level of formality, 

and utilization tool. Language variation based on style concerning in the 

langauge to needs or other. For example, field of literature, journalistic, 

military, agriculture, cruise, economy, commerce, education, and science. 

Language variation based on  this field of activity that has more appeared 

in the vocabulary. Every field of activity usually have a number of 

vocabulary specifically that is not used in other field. Anyway, variation 

based on this field of activity also visible in morphology or syntax. 

(Chaer dan Agustina, 2004) 

Language style of literature usually emphasizes langauge from 

aesthetic, so the vocabulary is selected and is used that has characteristic 

aesthetically also right expression. Language style of juornalistic also 

have special characteristics; simple, communicative, and concise. Simple 

because it must be easy to understand; communicative because 

journalistics must delivered  the news appropriately; and concise because 

it is limited of space (in print media), and is limited of time (in electronic 

media). The points of language variation show different that is reviewed 

from who is used the language. 
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Language style of military is called concise and firm characteristic, 

suitable with duty and life of military which is full of discpline and 

briefing. Variation of military in Indonesia is known with characteristic 

requiring firmness, it is fulfilled various of abbreviation and acronym.  

Language style of science has simple, clear, and no ambiguity 

characteristics, also all of metaphora and idiom. It is not ambiguity 

because language variation must give science information clearly, 

without doubt about meaning, and free from possible different 

interpretation of meaning. Therefore, language of science does not use 

metaphora and idiom. 

c. Language variation in terms of Formality 

Based on the level of formality, Martin Joos (in Chaer and 

Agustina, 2004:p. 70-71), it is divided into five style languages, as 

follows: 

1) Language style of  frozen 

Language style of frozen is very formal of language variation, used on 

solemn situation, and formal ceremony, such as state ceremony, 

preaching in mosque, procedur taking of vow, constitution book, 

certificate of notary, and decree. 

2) Language style of formal 

Language style of formal is language variation that used in speech of 

state, meeting, official letter, religious lecture, textbooks, etc. Pattern 

and rule of formal have been appointed steadily as standard. This style 

language of formal is same with standard language style that only 

used in formal situation, and it‟s not in informal situation. 

3) Language style of consultative 

Style language of consultative is used to normal conversation in 

school, meeting or discussions that have oriented in production. So, it 

can said, this style is operational style language. The object of  this 

language style is stand in formal style and informal style or casual 

style. 
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4) Language style of casual 

Language style of casual is used in informal situation to chatting with 

family or friend at breaktime, exercise, recreation. 

5) Language style of intimacy 

Intimate style usually is used by speakers that have been intimacy, 

such as between members of family or friends. This style marked with 

language application that is not complete, short, and often with  not 

clear articulation. It is happen because between participant have been 

understand and have been same knowledge. 

d. Language Variation in terms of Facilities. 

According to Chaer and Agustina (2004: p.72), Language 

variations can be seen in terms of facilities. In this terms, there are oral 

and written style or also in language style uses facilities or tools, that is in 

call or telegraph. There are oral and written style based on reality, oral 

and written style have not same structure form. There are not same 

structure form because in oral or deliver information orally, we helped by 

nonsegmental or nonlinguistic element that is form in sound tone, hand 

movement, shake of head, and other indication of physical. Even though, 

in written style, it mentioned nonsense. There are four reason why oral 

language very important to used communication:  

a. Clarity factor, because respondent can understand conversation 

from seeing the expression and body language of speaker. 

b. Speed factor, speaker can see reaction respondent to what is say 

directly. 

c. Can be appropriated with situation, although in dark situation can 

still communication.  

d. Efficiency factor, it can save the time.  

Oral language will be easy to understand than written, therefore if 

used written, people must be careful so the reader can understand what is 

the writer wrote. 
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5) Social Interaction 

a. Notion of social interaction 

According Ahmadi (1975: p.88), interaction or process of 

associative is combining process. 

Social interaction is a key of all social lifes, so without social 

interaction, it will be impossible for sharing of life. So, it could be said 

that social interaction is basic of social process, the notion shows on 

dynamic social relation (Soekanto, 1990:67). 

According Roucek and Warren in Abdulsyaini (2002: p.153) 

interaction is a reciprocal process where one group is influenced by 

reactive act others and then she/he influences another people. 

Social interaction can explain as a process which someone is 

relation, communication, and interaction with other so it will influence 

and this process occurs in social life/society. Characteristics of social 

interaction in the below: 

a. Amount of person is more than one person. 

b. Have a specific purpose, and 

c. There are certain communication and contact.  

In process of social interaction, an active person dominates in the 

interaction. Extinction of language occurs if certain language rarely used, 

likewise, the opposite with the language that often will become 

developing. For example, at Sragen region actually the communities have 

local language, is “bahasa Jawa” or Javanese language, but some people 

in Sragen used mix language between Javanese with Indoensia at daily 

activity. With the phenomenon, as a local language, Javanese will be 

extinct. 

d. Terms of social interaction 

According to Soekanto (1990: p.71), terms of social interaction 

occurs because there are social contacts and communications. 
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1. Social contact 

Social contact is a relation between one person or more, 

through conversation with understanding each other to know 

the own purpose in community. Social contact will occur 

directly or indirectly between people to other. Indirect contact 

social is a social contact that use tool, as a mediator, like 

telephone, radio, letter, etc. While, direct social contact is 

contact social through meeting with face to face and make a 

dialogue between two people or more. (Abdulsyaini, 

2002:154) 

According to Soekanto (1990: p.71), in word “contact” 

from Latin “con” or “cum” (it means together) and tango (it 

means touch). So, it literally is “together touch”. Physically 

new contact will occurs, when it occurs relation bodily, 

because people can make a contact with other without touch 

them, for example just talking them. 

So, there are social contacts in community, it will be 

collaboration among people nicely, so that it grows positive 

activity in social life.  

2. Communication 

The function of Communication is as media to deliver 

massage from speaker to respondent. Without 

communication, there is not social interaction. Soekanto said 

in the below.  

“arti yang terpenting dari komunikasi adalah bahwa 

orang memberikan tafsiran pada perikelakuan orang lain 

(yang berwujud pembicaraan, gerak-gerak badaniyah 

atau sikap) perasaan-perasaan apa yang ingin 

disampaikan oleh orang lain tersebut. Dengan adanya 

komunikasi tersebut, sikap-sikap dan perasaan-perasaan 

suatu kelompok manusia atau orang perseorangan dapat 

diketahui oleh kelompok-kelompok lain atau orang-orang 

lainnya (Soekanto, 1990:73)”. 
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Based on the quotation above, it can be explained that 

communication is someone who gives a point of his talking 

to other. He gives body movement to express what does he 

means. 

e. Forms of social interaction 

Forms of social interaction can be collaboration, competition. 

Moreover, it can also conflict.  

1. Collaboration 

Collaboration is form of social process, where there is certain 

activity that aimed to achieve common goals with help each other 

and understand to each activity. (Abdulsyaini, 2002: 156). There is 

collaboration, heavy work become light work. 

2. Competition 

Competition is effort someone to achieve something more 

than others. (Abdulsyaini, 2002: p. 157). 

According to Gillin in Soekanto (1990: p. 99), competition 

can be interpreted as social process, where people make a 

competition, get a profit through fields of life at certain time 

become focus from public (person or people) with efforts is make 

an interest to public or understand the existing prejudice, without 

use threat or violence. 

3. Conflict  

Conflict is a negative competition. It means, a person has 

think for get rid of others. In short, conflict can be interpreted as 

deletion effort for existence of others. (Abdulsyaini, 2002: p. 158). 

According to Soekanto (1990: p. 107), conflict is a social 

process where individual or group effort to achieve their purpose 

with defy other also they make threat and violence. 

Conflict in community, because a long conflict, so members 

of community interaction will be disturbed. 
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6) The Factors of Language Variations 

According to Chaer (2010), in sociolinguistics is not only as 

individual phenomena, but it is phenomena of social. As phenomena of 

social, language is not only determined by the factors of linguistics, but also 

determined by the factors of non-linguistics. 

Other factors of the experts are the factors related to gender, social 

status, age, etc. In Rokhman (2000), he identifies three factors influence 

language variations in Banyumas dialect, such as social factors, cultural, and 

situational. 

The study of case above, it gives reason that is not only one factor can 

be capable to stand-alone as supporting factors. So, it is not all of factor that 

is called above always in the case. 

The factors of language variations in this research are: 

a. Sex/Gender 

Sex/gender determines someone using different variations. There are 

communication between woman and man. They will respect each other. 

They will use language that is smoothly and slowly but clear. 

b. Social Status (Education, High social status-medium social status) 

Background of education or level of status social determines someone 

using different style. For example, someone graduated of bachelor will 

use intellectual language or more use words of foreign language than 

someone graduated of junior/senior high school. 

c. Age 

Age determines someone to use different language variation if they talk 

with other people. For example, it‟s different if she/he talks with close 

friend, she/he will use casual style. 

7) The Speech Level of Javanese Language 

The speech level is defined by Poedjosoedarmo (1975), language 

variations that the difference between one to other is determined by the 

difference of politeness attitude in speaker (speaker 1) to other speaker 

(speaker 2). The speech level is also defined as a result sentences in certain 
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condition and is a small unit in language interaction. The speech level can 

relized statement, question, instruction. 

The form of speech level in Javanese are called Ngoko, Krama, and 

Madya. It is the definition of speech level in Javanese. 

1. Speech level of Ngoko 

Speech level of ngoko is a relation communication between speaker 

1 and speaker 2 that explains the close relationship between 

speakers. Speech level of Ngoko usually has no shy to speaker 2 

which it will create intimacy. The relationship between speaker 1 

and speaker 2 is so close. 

2. Speech level of Krama 

Speech level of krama is a level that it has meaning full of 

politeness. This speech level usually is marked shy feeling 

(pekewuh) in the speaker 1 to speaker 2, because speaker 2 can be 

categorized as unknown person by speaker 1, speaker 2 has a rank 

or authority, or the age of speaker 2 is older age.   

3. Speech level of Madya 

Speech level of madya is a medium speech level between karma 

and ngoko. Speaker 1 shows medium politeness. The form of 

lexicon is used to speech level in madya actually in the form of 

lexicon krama that have removal or it is an allegro form of krama 

words. As well as the word “dhateng” (kr) that it will be expressed 

in speech level of madya becomes “teng” (md). 

According to Sasangka (2009) explained speech level of Javanese 

clearly can be distinguished on the principle, the principle has only two 

types, it is mean speech level that has ngoko form and krama form. The both 

of speech level can be distinguished clearly because the lexicon is 

combained to one sentence in the both of speech levels, it can be contrasted 

one to other explicity. 
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CHAPTER III  

RESEARCH METHOD 

  

Syamsuddin and Damaianti (2007: p. 14) explain that research method 

is a technique of research problem solving that planned and be careful. It 

means to get facts and resume for get understanding, explaining, predicting, 

and controlling a situation. Research method is technique that used by 

researcher on systematic, be careful, patient, and precise to get a facts and 

resume that has undoubted truth.  

This chapter consists of five segments: type of the research, location 

of research, object of the research, data and data source, Method of 

collecting data, and method of analyzing data. Each segment will be 

explained more below. 

1. Type of the Research 

The type of this study is descriptive qualitative research. Qualitative 

research is a research that does not use procedure of statistics analysis or 

other quantification (Moleong, 2007: p.6). Qualitative research is also 

intended as type of research that finding is not obtained through procedure 

of statistic or quantitative (Syamsuddin dan Damaianti, 2007: p. 73). While 

descriptive qualitative is research that effort to say existing problem solving 

now based on data, so he also presents the data, analyzes the data, and 

interprets the data (Narbuko and Abu Achmadi, 1997: p. 44). Descriptive 

qualitative research is research that efforts to draw problem solving without 

through procedure of statistics or quantitative form. 

2. Setting of Research 

Location of the research is in Bunder market, Sragen. The reason of 

the researcher why the research was conducted here, because the researcher 

got data easier and the distance is close to researcher home. 

3. Time of Research 

This research was held on 4-7
th

 April 2018.  
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4. Object of the Research 

Object of the research has an inspected variable. It is an event, 

behavior, activity, or other social phenomenon (Maryadi, 2011: p.13). The 

objects of study in this research are language variations of buyer-seller in 

Bunder Market Sragen. 

5. Data and Data Source 

Data can be identified as material of research and cannot be identified 

as subject of research. As material, data are not raw materials but finished 

materials:  they exist because it has been through election and sorting in 

utterance (Sudaryanto, 1993: p.23). 

The data of this research are language variations that found in the 

bargaining dialogue between Buyer-Seller transaction in Bunder Market 

Sragen.  

Data source is a source from obtained data, like human, event, 

behavior, document, files, and other things (Maryadi, et al, 2011: p.13). 

Data source is all of information like event, reality thing. According to 

Sukandarrmudi (2006: p. 44), Data source that has qualitative in research, it 

is not subjective, therefore it needs to give quality. Data source used in 

qualitative research, that is: 

1. Primary Source  

Source obtained directly from research site and observed the 

behavior of people is a primary data, its primary source used in this 

study is buyer and seller in Bunder market Sragen.  

2. Secondary Source 

Secondary source is data from reading source of journal or 

essay about language variation to strengthen findings and 

complement of existing primary source. 

6. Technique of Collecting Data 

The researcher uses qualitative research. Techniques used in collecting 

the data in this research are: 
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1. Observation 

Technique of observation is technique of collecting data, the 

researcher does observation directly in the object of research to look 

closely the performed activity (Riduwan, 2004: p.104).  

Based on technique of observation is used to look and observe 

changes in social phenomena grow and develop then changes can be 

made from the evaluation, for the observer sees certain moment in 

object so we can separate between what is needed and not needed 

(Margono, 2007: p.159).  

 

Picture1. Technique of Collecting Data according 

Margono (2007: p. 159) 

 

2. Interview  

Interview is one of technique used in collecting of data, it is 

done with the method of researcher did conversation and contact with 

speaker as interviewees (Mahsun, 2007: p.250). In this research, 

researcher uses basic technique in interview, it is dig, which the 

researcher digs informant to speak. Moreover, the researcher uses 

(continuity-interview-face to face), because the researcher did 

conversation directly with informant. For example, the researcher 

asked him name and age, the job of buyer-seller to complete this 

research. 
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7. Data Validity 

In qualitative research, findings or data can be stated valid if there is 

no difference between what the researcher reported with what the reality 

happen on object. But, it needs to know that the truth of reality data 

according qualitative research is not singular, but is plural and it depends on 

human construction that is formed in a person as a mentality process of 

individual with the variety of background. 

 According Moleong (1991: p.75), triangulation is a validity check of 

data that utilizes other in out of data for checking a purpose or as comparing 

with the data, the technique uses check in other source. To make the data 

valid, the writer uses triangulation of data source and technique of collecting 

data. The data sources if the study is documents of video script Buyer-Seller 

Transaction and interview. The purpose of interview informant is to make 

the data and also to consult this title and the data source that have been 

founded to be relevant. The technique of collecting data from document is 

content analysis, while from informant, the writer uses interview and 

informant. 

8. Method of Analyzing Data 

Analysis data is a process to set systematically the data of the result in 

interview, observation. The methods are organized the data and choose 

which one important thing and need to learn also to make a conclusion so it 

will be understood (Sugiyono, 2007: p. 333-345). Analysis data used in this 

research is qualitative analysis, the researcher uses this analysis.  

9. Technique of Analyzing Data 

Accroding to Miles and Hubberman (In Sugiyono, 2007: p.204), is 

collecting data, reduction of data, presentation of data and the last step is 

conclusion. The techniques are as follows. 

a. Reduction Data 

Reduction data are a simplification through selection and it is 

focusing raw validity data become meaningful information, so easy to 

make a conclusion. 
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b. Presentation of Data 

Presentation of data often used in qualitative data is a narrative. 

Presentations of data contain collection of information that arranged 

systematically and easy to understand. 

c. Conclusion 

Conclusion is a last step in data analysis, we must look the results 

of data reduction, keep refer to problem statement in the purpose to be 

achieved. Data has been arranged and compared between one to other, it 

is to make a conclusion as an answer of the problem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 2. Technique of Analysis Data Qualitative 

according Miles and Hubbernman (Sugiyono, 2007: p. 333-

345) 

 

Technique of 

Collecting Data 

Data 

presentation 

Data 
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Conclusion 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 

This research is located in Bunder Market Sragen. The market stayed 

in the center of city so many people lived in the town and village buy to 

daily needs in the market. We see from geographical location, Sragen has a 

flat shape area and suitable to farming. Traffic is easy and found a lot on 

highway of town as well as from village to city.  

Most of the people in Sragen regency have job as farmer that they 

yield to sale in market. Beside of it, the livelihood of other people is as 

construction workers, government employees, soldier also private 

employees. Buyer comes with variation from housewife until government 

employees. But it‟s no problem, because it will bring up language variation. 

Language used in interaction is Javanese with all variations. Usually, 

language used “Krama” to say with old people as respect and appreciation, 

while language used old to young people in “Ngoko” of Javanese. It shows 

variety of language speakers that appear language variation on language 

variation in Bunder market Sragen. 

In this chapter, the researcher explains the research finding and 

discussion. The research finding identifies language variations and describes 

the factors influence language variations. Then, discussion explains some 

findings strategies with the examples in the dialogue of language variation 

between buyer-seller transactions at Bunder Market Sragen. 

A. Finding 

In this section, the researcher analyzes data based on the problem 

statements in chapter 1. The data source is the bargaining dialogue of buyer 

seller transaction. This section focuses on the language variations and the 

factors influence language variations. 

1. Language variations 

The researcher finds some variations. Chaer (2010: p.62) divided 

kinds of language variation, as follows: They are language variation in
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 terms of speaker, language variation in terms of utilization, language 

variation in terms of formality, language variation in terms of facilities. The 

language variations of bargaining dialogue script is language variations in 

terms of speaker. The descriptions of language variations are described 

below: 

a. Language variations in term of speaker 

Language variations in term of speaker are idiolect, dialect, 

chronolect, and social dialect. 

Based on the result of the research and observation by researcher in  

Bunder market Sragen on Wednesday, 4
th

 April 2018 at 08.30 a.m, the 

researcher only found language variation in term of speaker is social 

dialect based on age and social status. 

Language variation in term of speaker is social dialect on age, for 

example language variation on children will be difference with language 

variation on teenager and adult. 

 The first dialogue, the goods bargaining by Mrs. Sri Sarsiki, 73 

years, and the seller name is Mrs. Sularsih, 55 years. They used speech 

level of Javanese, there are “Ngoko‟ and “Krama”.  When Mrs. Sri 

Sarsiki bought jackfruit, she did bargain transaction to Mrs. Sularsih. 

Identifies can be elaborated in the datum below: 

DIALOGUE I. BUYING YOUNG JACKFRUIT 

Buyer : Mrs. Sri Sarsiki (73 years) 

Seller : Mrs. Sularsih  (55 years) 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki  : larangmen. Lima weh,  

entuk ora?  NGOKO 

„It‟s so expensive. How is about   

five thousand?‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih : mboten angsali bu.  

Lima sing niki bu.  KRAMA 

(menunjuk ke buah yang kecil). 
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„It couldn‟t, Madam. This is 

five thousand, Madam.‟ 

(She points a small fruit) 

 

Information: Mrs. Sri Sarsiki is an old housewife and Mrs. Sularsi is a 

young seller. 

(Source: On Wednesday, 4
th

 April 2018 at 08.30 a.m.) 

 

The datum above shows the language variation because the 

dialogue text identifies literally. In this case, as language variation in 

terms of speaker, is social dialect that based on age. Based on age, we 

can see difference of language variation used by old person to young 

person. Because, the buyer (73 years) older than the seller (55 years) so 

the buyer uses “Ngoko” speech to the seller, and the seller uses “Krama” 

speech to the buyer. Found in sentence “mboten angsal” (It cannot) that 

said by seller to buyer. So, the sentence means a young person (the seller) 

respects an old person (the buyer). The seller is used the speech level 

"krama". "Krama" is more high speech level than “Ngoko”. This is 

language variation in term of speaker based on age. 

The second dialogues, researcher conducted research in different 

day but it is the same about bargaining, the name of buyer is Mrs. 

Winarsih, 39 years, and the seller name is Mrs. Winarsih, 68 years. They 

use speech level of Javanese, there are “Krama‟ and “Ngoko”.  When 

Mrs. Winarsih bought Broccoli, Mrs. Winarsih did bargain transaction to 

Mrs. Suparni. Identifies can be elaborated in the datum below: 

DIALOGUES II. BUYING MUSHROOM 

Seller  : Mrs.Warsini  (68 years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Wina  (39 years) 

Mrs. Wina  : Wolu ewu ya dhe yaa? 

  „How is about eight thousand, aunty?‟ 
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Mrs. Warsini  : Saestu, niku mung ngge long-long mbak.  

Kawit enjing wau nggih sedasa. 

„Really. It‟s just for reducing my things, Sis. It is 

ten thousand since this morning.‟  

(The variation of language used Krama and Ngoko.) 

Information: Mrs. Wina is a young housewife, and Mrs. Warsini is seller. 

(Source: Saturday, 7
th

 April 2018 at 10.00 a.m.) 

The datum above shows the language variation because the 

dialogue text identifies literally. In this case, as language variation in 

terms of speaker, is social dialect that based on age. Based on age, we 

can see difference of language variation used by young person to old 

person. Because, the seller (68 years) is younger than the buyer (39 

years) so the buyer uses “Ngoko” speech to the seller, and the seller uses 

“Krama” speech to the buyer. Found in sentence “Wolu ewu ya dhe ya” 

(How is about eight thousand, aunty?), “Saestu, niku mung ngge long-

long mbak” (Reall. It‟s just for reducing my things, Sist. It is ten 

thousand since the morning). So, the sentence is an old person (the seller) 

respect to young person (the buyer). The seller uses the speech level 

"krama". This is language variation in term of speaker based on age. 

The third dialogues, the researcher conducted research in the same 

day. It‟s about bargaining, the buyer is Mrs. Endang, 57 years, and seller 

is Mrs. Tiwi, 46 years. They use speech level of Javanese, there are 

“Krama‟ and “Ngoko”.  When Mrs. Endang bought Melinjo, she did 

bargain transaction to Mrs. Tiwi. Identifies can be elaborated in the 

datum and table below: 

DIALOGUE III. A TEACHER BUYING A MELINJO 

Seller : Mrs. Endang  (57 years) 

Buyer : Mrs. Tiwi  (46 years) 

Mrs. Tiwi  : pinten niki? 

„How much is this?‟ 

Mrs. Endang  : niku telu enem, Bu. 
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„This is thirty-six thousand, Mom.‟ 

(The variation of language used Krama and Ngoko.) 

Information: Mrs. Endang is a teacher and Mrs. Sularsi is a seller. 

(Source: Saturday, 7
th

 April 2018 at 10.30 a.m.) 

The datum above shows the language variation because the 

dialogue text identifies literally. Found in sentence “niku telu enem, Bu” 

to call buyer has high status social. The buyer is as teacher, it has 

considered high social status in Bunder market which on average as 

trader. The seller considers buyer as teacher because of uniform the 

buyer when she did buying-selling transaction. The seller is used 

“Krama” Javanese to transaction with buyer as other speaker has high 

social status. 

Language Variation in term of speaker is sociolect. Sociolect 

focuses on age and social status. 

a. Age 

No Object Description 
Status 

Ngoko Krama 

1 Mrs. Sri Sarsiki, 

73 years, as buyer 

larangmen. Lima weh, entuk 

ora? 

„It‟s so expensive. How is 

about five thousand?‟ 

 

  

 

2 Mrs. Sularsih, 55 

years, as seller 

mboten angsali bu. Lima 

sing niki bu.(menunjuk ke 

buah yang kecil). 

„It couldn‟t, Madam. This is 

five thousand, Madam.‟ 

(She points a small fruit) 

  

  

3 Mrs. Wina, 39 

years, as buyer 

Wolu ewu, ya dhe yaa. 

„How is about eight 

thousand?‟ 
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4 Mrs. Warsini, 54 

years, as seller 

Saestu, niku mung ngge 

long-long mbak. 

Kawit enjing wau nggih 

sedasa. 

„Really, miss. It‟s just for 

reducing my things, Sis. 

It is ten thousand since this 

morning.‟ 

  

  

 

b. Social Status 

No Object Description Status 

1. Mrs. Tiwi, 46 

years. She is 

teacher as buyer 

pinten niki? 

„How much is this? 

- 

2. Mrs. Endang, 57 

years. She is 

seller 

niku telu enem, Bu. 

„This is thirty-six 

thousand, Mom.‟ 

Mrs. Endang is calling 

„Mom‟ or „Bu‟ because 

Mrs. Tiwi is as teacher. 

Teacher has a high social 

status in this region. 

 

b. Language variations in term of utilization 

According Nababan (1984), language variations are related to 

utilization, usage, functional dialect. They are style or register. Language 

variation in term of utilization concerns in language used to field needs in 

field of literature, journalistic, military, agriculture, cruise, economy, 

trading/commerce, education.  

The research and observation was conducted by researcher in 

Bunder market Sragen, on Saturday, 7
th

 April 2018 at 10.30 a.m. The 

researcher recorded and wrote conversation dialogue in buying-selling 

transaction between buyer and seller directly in Bunder market Sragen. 

Several were variation in term of utilization. 
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The fourth dialogues, the things bargaining by buyer, she is Mrs. 

Tiwi, 46 years, and the seller name is Mrs. Endang, 57 years.  When Mrs. 

Tiwi bought melinjo, she did bargain transaction to Mrs. Endang. 

Identifies can be elaborated in the datum and table below: 

DIALOGUE IV. BUYING MELINJO 

Seller  : Mrs. Endang  (57 years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Tiwi  (46 years) 

 

Mrs. Tiwi  : ora oleh kurang? 

„Can it be reduced?‟ 

Mrs. Endang  : telu enem, nggih tutup telu lima. 

„It‟s thirty-six, Mom. Alright, how this is thirty-

five thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi  : Telu papat? 

„How is about thirty-four thousand?‟ 

Mrs. Endang  : mboten, tenan. Gak entuk upah. Sewu rupiah. 

„No really. I get not wage. It‟s just a thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi  : halah, telu papat wae lah. 

„It‟s thirty-four.‟ 

Mrs. Endang  : saestu buke. 

„It‟s really, Mom.‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi  : telu papat wae. Ndang nyoh. 

„I give you thirty-four thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Endang  : mboten, tiga sekawan.  

Kulo entosi, mboten entuk upah. 

„No, I can‟t. It‟s thirty-four. I‟m waiting, I get not 

wage.‟ 

 

(Source: Saturday, 7
th

 April 2018 at 10.30 a.m. The conversation of 

buyer bargained melinjo that it sold by seller) 
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The datum above shows the language variation because the 

dialogue text identifies literally. In this case, language variation in terms 

of utilization is function dialect that based on bargaining. Based on 

bargaining, there are often characteristics that we know are bargaining, 

simple sentences also clearly. 

The sentence bargaining: 

 Ora oleh kurang? 

„Can it be reduced?‟ 

 Telu papat? 

„How is about thirty-four thousand?‟ 

 telu papat wae. Ndang nyoh. 

„I give you thirty-four thousand.‟ 

This sentence are clear and simple, it is said by buyer to seller in 

bargaining transaction to buying melinjo. So, this sentence is included in 

language variation in term of utilization, based on bargaining.  

The fifth dialogue, the goods bargaining by buyer, she is Mrs. 

Wina and the seller is Mrs. Warsini.  When Mrs. Wina bought a 

mushroom, she did bargain transaction to Mrs. Warsini. Identifies can be 

elaborated in the datum and table below: 

DIALOGUE V. BUYING A MUSHROOM 

Seller  : Mrs. Warsini  (54 years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Wina  (39 years) 

 

Mrs. Wina  : wolu ewu, ya dhe yaa. 

„How is about eight thousand?‟ 

Mrs. Warsini  : saestu, niku mung ngge long-long mbak.  

Kawit enjing wau nggih sedasa. 

„Really, miss. It‟s just for reducing my things, 

Miss. It is ten thousand since this morning.‟ 

Information: Mrs. Wina and Mrs. Warsini, this conversation between 

seller and buyer when they did buying-selling transaction. 
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(Source: Saturday, 7
th

 April 2018 at 01.00 p.m.) 

Found in vocabulary of language variation based on utilization that 

is related to field of trading/marketing, that is word “wolu ewu, ya dhe 

yaa” which means bargaining the price of goods will bought from seller, 

also a little pressure of buyer to give a goods for buyer that have been 

bargained. Then, the utilization of word “long-long” interpreted buyer 

that buy the goods with reason in order to immediate salable, because the 

goods only a bit salable since morning.  

Language Variation in term of utilization or function dialect is 

style. Style of the research is field of trading (bargaining). 

No Object Description Status 

1. Mrs. Tiwi, 46 

years, as buyer 

a. ora oleh kurang? 

„Can it be reduced?‟ 

b. Telu papat? 

„How is about thirty-

four thousand?‟ 

c. telu papat wae. 

Ndang nyoh. 

„I give you at thirty-

four thousand‟ 

The sentence of 

bargaining 

2. Mrs. Endang, 57 

years, as seller 

d. telu enem, nggih 

tutup telu lima. 

„It‟s thirty-six, Mom. 

Alright, how this is 

thirty-five thousand.‟ 

e. mboten, tenan. Gak 

entuk upah. Sewu 

rupiah. 

„No really. I get not 

wage. It‟s just a 

The sentence of 

bargaining 
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thousand.‟ 

f. mboten,tiga sekawan. 

Kulo entosi, mboten 

entuk upah. 

„No, I can‟t. It‟s 

thirty-four. I‟m 

waiting, I get not 

wage.‟ 

3. 

 

Mrs. Wina, 39 

years, as buyer 

wolu ewu, ya dhe yaa. 

„How is about eight 

thousand?‟ 

The sentence of 

bargaining 

4. Mrs. Warsini, 54 

years, as seller 

saestu, niku mung ngge 

long-long mbak. 

Kawit enjing wau nggih 

sedasa. 

„Really, miss. It‟s just for 

reducing my things, 

Miss. It is ten thousand 

since this morning.‟ 

The sentence of 

bargaining 

c. Language variations in term of formality 

According Joos (1967), based on the level of formality, Joos (in 

Chaer and Agustina, 1995:p. 92), is divided into five style language, i.e.: 

frozen style, formal style, consultative style, casual style, intimate style. 

The result and observation did by researcher at Bunder market 

Sragen on Wednesday, 4
th

 April 2018 at 08.30 a.m. The writer recorded 

and wrote conversation dialogue in buying-selling transaction between 

buyer and seller directly at Bunder market Sragen. From several activities 

recorded, then the writer only found language variation in term of 

formality with casual style. 
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This casual style is language variation that used in daily 

conversation, the character is informal. Casual style used in allegro form, 

it means shortened word or utterance. 

The sixth dialogue, the things bargaining by buyer, she is Mrs. Sri 

Sarsiki and the seller is Mrs. Sularsih. When Mrs. Sri Sarsiki bought a 

young jackfruit, she did bargain transaction to Mrs. Sularsih, they used 

language variation in term of formality, it character is casual style. 

Identifies can be elaborated in the datum and table below: 

DIALOGUE VI. BUYING A YOUNG JACKFRUIT 

Seller  : Mrs. Sularsih  (55 years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Sri Sarsiki (73 years) 

 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : iki piro? 

 „How much is this?‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih  : nopo neh? 

  „What do you need other?‟ 

 

(Source: Wednesday, 4
th

 April 2018 at 08.30 a.m. Conversation in buyer 

bargaining a young jackfruit is sold by seller) 

From conversation above, it was found word “nopo”, “neh”. This 

vocabulary is allegro form or shortened word that it did by seller and 

buyer on transaction at Bunder market Sragen. This is done because of 

relationship between seller and buyer that have been often buy goods in 

the place‟s seller with casual. Allegro form such as “nopo”, its complete 

form is “menopo”, and then “neh”, it complete form is “maneh”. This 

is language variation in term of formality based on casual style.  

The seventh dialogues, the things are bargained by buyer, she is 

Mrs. Tiwi, 46 years, and the buyer is Mrs. Tiwi, 46 years. When Mrs. 

Wina bought a mushroom, she did bargain transaction with Mrs. Warsini. 

They are used used language variation in term of formality with casual 

style. Identifies can be elaborated in the datum and table below: 
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DIALOGUE VIII. A TEACHER BOUGHT MELINJO 

Seller  : Mrs. Endang  (57 years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Tiwi  (46 years) 

 

(….) 

Mrs. Endang  : nopo ngeten sepindah? 

„How is about you take it all?‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi  : regane sakmene yo? 

„Is this the price?‟ 

 

(Source: Saturday, 7
th

 April 2018 at 01.00 p.m. Conversation in buyer 

bargaining melinjo that sold by seller.) 

From conversation above, likes saying word “Nopo ngeten 

sepindah?” (How is about you take it all?), “nopo” is “menopo”. This is 

language variation in term of formality with the character is casual style. 

Language Variation in term of formality dialect is casual style.  Casual 

style has lexicon, it is allegro form or shortened word. 

No Object Description Status 

1. Mrs. Sularsih, 55 

years, as seller 

nopo neh? 

„What do you need other?‟ 
Nopo = menopo 

(what is this) 

Neh = maneh 

(again) 

2. Mrs. Endang, 57 

years, as seller 

nopo ngeten sepindah? 

„How is about take it all?‟ 

Nopo = menopo 

(What is this) 

 

d. Language variations in term of facilities 

Language variation can be seen in terms of facilities. In this terms, 

there are oral and written style or also in language style uses facilities or 

tools, that is in call or telegraph. There are oral and written style based on 

reality, oral and written style have not the same structure form. There are 
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not same structure form because in oral or deliver information orally, we 

helped by nonsegmental or nonlinguistic element that is form in sound 

tone, hand movement, shake of head, and other indication of physical. 

Even though, in written style, it mentioned nonsense. 

In conversation of language variation between buyer and seller at 

Bunder market Sragen, buyer and seller make a transaction with oral or  

speaking directly. During made research activities, the researcher didn‟t 

find buyer or seller that made transaction in written style. In this 

research, language variation in term of facilities, oral often used to 

transaction at Bunder market Sragen. It can be proven, researcher taken a 

video when made research. 

 

2. The Factors Influence Language Variations in Buying-Selling 

Transaction at Bunder market Sragen.   

According to Chaer (2010), in sociolinguistics is not only as 

individual phenomena, but it is phenomena of social. As phenomena of 

social, language is not only determined by the factors of linguistics, but 

also determined by the factors of non-linguistics. The factors influence 

langaunge variations, as follows.   

1. Sex/gender 

Sex/gender in social interaction can be influenced language 

variations. Identifies can be elaborated in the datum and table below. 

Data I. 

DIALOGUE I.  BOUGHT A CORN 

Buyer : Mr. Ranto  (51 years) 

Seller : Miss Nur  (23 years) 

Ms. Nur  : jagunge pintenan, pak? 

„How much this is corn, Sir?‟ 

Mr. Ranto  : tigang ewu niku, mbak. 

„It‟s three thousand, Sis.‟ 

Ms. Nur  : tigo? 
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„Is it three thousand?‟ 

Mr. Ranto  : iyo. 

„Yes.‟ 

Ms. Nur  : oh, ngeten. (memberi uang) 

„O.K., this is the money.‟ (Giving the money) 

 

(Source: Thursday, 5
th

 April 2018 at 04.00 p.m. Conversation in buyer 

bargaining a corn that sold by seller)  

The first dialogue, it‟s about bargaining a corn price that it does 

Miss Nur as buyer (female), and Mr. Ranto as seller (male). It shows the 

factors influence language variations between female and male. 

2. Social Status 

Someone who has high educational, usually has a great job. In 

buying-selling transaction between buyer and seller at Bunder market 

Sragen usually someone will respect to person who have high social 

status. Buyer who has high social status, seller will call “Bu”, while the 

participant who has middle social status, seller will call “Mbak”. 

a. High Social Status 

THE SECOND DIALOGUE. A TEACHER BOUGHT A MELINJO 

Mrs. Tiwi  : pinten niki? 

„How much is this?‟ 

Mrs. Endang   : niku telu enem, Bu. 

„This is thirty-six thousand, Mom.‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi  : ora kurang? 

„Can it be reduced?‟ 

Mrs. Endang  : telu enem, Bu. nggih tutup telu lima. 

„It‟s thirty-six, Mom. Alright, how this is thirty-

five thousand.‟ 

Information: Mrs. Tiwi is a teacher and Mrs. Endang is a seller. 

(Source: Saturday, 7
th

  April 2018 at 10.30 a.m) 
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b. Medium Social Status 

THE THIRD DIALOGUE. A HOUSEWIFE BOUGHT A 

MUSHROOM 

Seller   : Mrs. Warsini  (54 Years) 

Buyer   : Mrs. Wina  (39 Years) 

 

Mrs. Wina  : wolu ewu, ya dhe yaa. 

„How is about eight thousand?‟ 

Mrs. Warsini  : saestu, niku mung ngge long-long mbak.  

Kawit enjing wau nggih sedasa. 

„Really, miss. It‟s just for reducing my things, 

Miss.‟ 

„It is ten thousand since this morning.‟ 

Information: Mrs. Wina is a young housewife and Mrs. Warsini is seller.  

(Source: Saturday, 7
th

 April 2018 at 01.00 p.m.) 

This second dialogue, it‟s about bargaining melinjo price. Mrs. 

Tiwi as teacher (buyer) makes transaction with Mrs. Endang as seller. 

The seller respects to the buyer who has a high educational. It can be 

seems from wearing a uniform so the buyer has a high social status. 

Meanwhile, in the third dialogue, it‟s about bargaining mushroom price 

between Mrs. Wina as housewife and Mrs. Warsini as seller because the 

buyer has a middle status social, looking at her simple clothes. 

3. Age 

Age factor is very influential in language variation. In this 

research, the researcher finds interaction with old person which used 

“Krama” of Javanese language. 

THE FOUR DIALOGUE. AN OLD WOMAN BOUGHT 

MILKFISH 

Seller   : Mrs. Atun   (38 Years) 

Buyer   : Mrs. Sri Sarsiki (73 Years) 
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Mrs. Atun  : kalih, ingkang pundi meniko?  

      Kulo pendetke riyin nggih. 

„Two. Which is one? 

 I‟ll get it first.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : Oh iki wis dibelek to? 

„Is there still feces?‟ 

Mrs. Atun  : nggih sampun, sampun resik, bu. 

„It‟s clean, Madam.‟ 

Information: Mrs. Sri Sarsiki is an old housewife and Mrs. Atun as seller. 

(Source: Saturday, 7
th

  April 2018 at 09.00 p.m.) 

In the conversation above, Buyer is Mrs. Sri Sarsiki who has age on 

73 years, while the seller is Mrs. Atun who has age on 38 years. Mrs. 

Atun uses “Krama” of Javanese language to respect Mrs. Sri Sarsiki 

because age of seller is younger than buyer.  

To facilitate the reader for understanding factors of language 

variation in buying-selling transaction between buyer and seller in 

Bunder market Sragen, presented in the table below. 

Table 1.1 The factors influence language variation in buying-selling 

transaction 

Factors Dimension Status 

Gender Female Female:  

tigang ewu niku, mbak. 

„It‟s three thousand, Sis.‟ 

Male Male: 

jagunge pintenan, pak? 

„How much this is corn, Sir?‟ 

Social Status High The dialogue “A Teacher bought 

Melinjo” 

A teacher has high social status because 

they have high educational than 
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housewife 

Middle The dialogue „A housewife bought  a 

mushroom‟ 

The last education of housewife is 

senior high school. 

Age Mrs. Sri Sarsiki 

(73 years) 

In Javanese, the old people always be 

respected. 

Mrs. Atun (38 

years) 

 

B. Discussion 

This discussion talked about finding that related with theory, this is 

the last of analysis data in this research. The researcher elaborates with 

guidance in relevant theories that have been doing by previous researcher. 

The forms of language variation on social interaction between buyer and 

seller in Bunder market Sragen is research study of researcher. Found the 

language variation will be compared with other researcher. The results of 

study are:  

1. Language variation in term of speaker involves “mboten angsal”, 

“wolu ewu ya dhe ya”, “Saestu, niku mung ngge long-long 

mbak”. 

2. Language variation in term of utilization especially field of 

marketing/commerce involves “Ora oleh kurang?”, “Telu 

papat?”, “Telu papat wae. Ndang nyoh.”, “wolu ewu, ya dhe 

yaa”, “long-long”. 

3. Language variation in term of formality found casual style involves 

“nopo”, “neh”. 

4. Language variation in term of facilities found oral speech to daily 

conversation that the author has been record and write in this 

research.  
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It is the as results of Ramendra (2013). This article aimed at (1) 

describing the variation of language use in Singaraja speech community 

with regard to caste, type of jobs and age and (2) explaining the factors 

influence language variation. Related to caste, types of job, and age is used 

between buyer and seller in the transaction in Bunder market Sragen. The 

most of language variation in term of speaker is relation with age, like buyer 

is old than seller or seller is old than buyer. So, a younger person must use 

Javanese in “Krama” when talks with the old person, while the old person 

answers use Javanese in “Ngoko”. Then, the researcher also explains factors 

influence language variation that happened in buying-selling in market. 

This research is also same with Fujiastuti (2014). This study aims to 

describe the characteristics of various languages of sale and purchase 

transactions in the Niten Market, Bantul. Describing the determinants that 

cause the variety of language in the sale and purchase transactions in the 

Niten market, Bantul and describing the function of various languages of 

sale and purchase transactions in the Niten market, Bantul. The techniques 

of analyzing data are an advanced technique of SBLC (Simak Bebas Libat 

Cakap) method. The results of this research indicate that the characteristics 

of the buying and selling in the market in Niten Bantul are three. First, the 

use of the words according to the goods sold. Second, the phrase used is 

short and not complete (non formal sentence). Third, the word use Javanese. 

The second and third points become same with this research because buyer 

and seller did conversation just a short sentence (non-formal conversation/ 

casual) and buyer-seller use Javanese in “Krama” and “Ngoko” in their 

buying-selling conversation. 

It also has different with Septia and Sudono. In Septia (2017), this 

study is to describe the language of the Chinese ethnic in the Pondok market 

of Kota Padang as a sociolinguistic study that examines the language in 

relation to the member of society. The data source was ethnic Chinese 

traders who make buying and selling transactions in the Pondok market of 

Kota Padang. Related to research above, the different is in ethnic. In Pondok 
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market, usually the traders came from Chinese ethnic that use language is 

not Javanese. While, in Bunder market Sragen usually the traders came from 

Javanese ethnic that use language is Javanese in buying-selling transaction. 

Different in Sudono (2014), the research is aimed to describe the language 

choice codes of purchasing in traditional market in Winong District, Pati 

Regency. The data source is buyer-seller in traditional market in District of 

Winong, Pati Regency. The technique of analyzing data was contextual 

method. The different found in the language research selected, Sudono 

researches a code form of the language choice in buying-selling in market, 

while the author researches language variation in buying-selling transaction 

in market.  
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter contains conclusion and suggestion. Conclusion describes the 

result of the research, whether the suggestion contains some developments based 

on the research. Those are described belows: 

A. Conclusion 

The last chapter in this research, researcher has conclusion drawn based on 

the data analysis, as follows: 

1.  The forms of language variation used people in buyer-seller transaction at 

Bunder market Sragen, as follows: 

a. Language variation in term of speaker, found word “mboten angsal”, 

“ wolu ewu ya dhe ya”, “ Saestu, niku mung ngge long-long 

mbak”, it is used to conversational between young people to old 

people. 

b. Language variation in term of utilization, it is found in marketing 

field involve in word “Ora oleh kurang?”, “Telu papat?”, “Telu 

papat wae. Ndang nyoh.”, “long-long”, it means the buyer bargain 

to seller. It is included language variation in term of utilization based 

on marketing field. 

c. Language variation in term of formality, found at casual style in 

conversation like “nopo”, “neh”. The words are concluded casual 

style between buyer and seller, because they often transaction.
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d. In language variation conversation between buyer and seller in 

Bunder market Sragen, buyer and seller transaction use oral and 

written directly. During conducting research, researcher has not 

found buyer and seller who does transaction in written. In this 

research, language variation in term of facilities often use transaction 

in Bunder market Sragen is oral style. It can be proven, researcher 

took a video at the time of the study. 

2.   Gender, social status involves type of work and level of education, age 

and idiolect become factors influence language variation in buyer-seller 

transaction percakapan at Pasar market Sragen. 

B. Suggestion 

The researcher presents suggestion for the participants have involved in the 

language variation study on buyer-seller transaction at Bunder market Sragen  

language variation are: 

1. Language variation in buying-selling transaction at Bunder market Sragen 

according the researcher have been good. It can be seen in conversation 

between buyer and seller. They have been using Javanese, “Krama” also 

“Ngoko”. It will be better if between buyer and seller are also use 

“Krama” together, because it makes respect to each other for daily 

transaction or for the first time. 

2. For the readers, the writer gives suggestion if you become parents, you 

must educate your children become someone who understands manners in 

speaking also polite in acting to be applied in social environment later. 
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SCRIPT OF CONVERSATION IN BUNDER MARKET SRAGEN 

Dialogue I. BUYING A YOUNG JACKFRUIT 

Seller : Mrs. Sularsih  (55 years) 

Buyer : Mrs. Sri Sarsiki (73 years) 

 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : iki piro? 

„How much is this?‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih  : nopo neh? 

„What do you need other?‟ 

Mts. Sri Sarsiki : separo wae aku kok, kokean aku kok. 

„Only half, it‟s too much for me.‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih  : wolu ewu. 

„It is eight thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : piro? 

„How much is this?‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih  : wolu ewu. 

„It is eight thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : wolu ewu? 

„Is it eight thousand?‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih  : nggih. 

„That‟s right.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : larangmen. Lima weh, entuk ora?  

„It‟s so expensive. How is about five thousand?‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih  : mboten angsali bu. Lima sing niki bu.  

(menunjuk ke buah yang kecil). 

„It couldn‟t, Madam. This is five thousand, Madam.‟ 

(She points a small fruit) 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : mbok sing kuwi. (menunjuk ke buah yang besar) 

„How is about that? (She points a big fruit)‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih  : tambah sewu. 

„A thousand add, please.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : Emoh. 

„Sorry, I couldn‟t.‟ 

 

(Dia berfikir sesaat, kemudian Ibu Sri Sarsiki kembali lagi ke penjual nangka 

muda) 

(She thinks for a while, and then Mrs. Sri Sarsiki comes back to seller of young 

jackfruit) 

 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : (memilih nangka muda) lha nek iki piro? 

Iki sing gedhe tambahi lima ngatus wis. 

(Choose a young jackfruit). „How much is this? 

I add five hundred.‟ 
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Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : yawis, bu. Kulo niki.  

Anu, njenengan tugel dadekne telumen.  

Diilangi lathine. Aku anu lho sing limang ewu lho, nggih? 

„It‟s alright. This is for me. You cut three parts.  

You clean the sap, please. 

I choose jackfruit that have price five thousand, O.K?‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih  : lha niki mang milih sing gedhe niki wau. 

„You choose big jackfruit.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : lha aku kondo sing iki wae wis rapopo,  

pokoke sing limang ewu. 

„I said this is O.K that have price five thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih  : lha wau njenengan nyang limang ewu mboten angsal,  

enem ewu diparani. 

„You make a bid five thousand, it shouldn‟t.  

The price should six thousand and you come back.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : nggih mboten, sampeyan lak ngomong  

“limang ewu sing niki kulo kekne”, nggih mpun manut. 

„No. You said “this is five thousand and you give me.”  

O.K., it‟s up to you.‟ 

 

(Ibu Sri Sarsiki memberikan uang. Ibu Sularsih menerima uang dan memberikan 

sisa uang) 

(Mrs. Sri Sarsiki gives money. Then, Mrs. Sularsih gives the change of the 

money) 

 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : nyuwun minyake nopo napane. 

I ask for oil or something. 

 

(Ibu Sularsih memberikan plastik berisi bubuk putih untuk menghilangkan lengket 

pada tangan karena getah nangka) 

(Mrs. Sularsih gives plastic contained white powder to clear a sticky on hand 

because of sap of jackfruit) 
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Dialogue II. BUYING A VEGETABLES 

Seller  : Mrs. Suparni  (68 years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Sri Sarsiki (73 years) 

 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : pinten niki bu? 

„How much is this, Madam?‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : nggih, limang ewu, bu. 

„Yeah, this is five thousand, Madam.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : bongkokane gedhemen sing cilik ora eneng to. Lha yo. 

„A bunch of mustard greens is big, have you small?‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : ingkang alit enten, bu. 

„There are small, Mam.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : lha endi? Bongkokane sing cilik, endi. 

„Where is that? A bunch that is small.‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : kulo parone, bu. Pripun? Sepaleh saget, bu. 

„I will cut into two, Mom.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : Pripun? 

„How is?‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : Mundut sepaleh saget, bu. 

„A half of mustard greens can be taken, Mom.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : oh, separo entuk. separo piro separo? 

„Oh, a half of bunch allowed.‟ 

„What is the price of half of mustard greens?‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : separo tigang ewu. 

„A half of bunch is three thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : halah, rong ewu wae wis. Piye entuk ora? 

„How is about two thousand? How do you allow?‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : mboten entuk niku, bu. 

„It doesn‟t, Mom.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : nggih, entuk ora? Separo rung ewu wae iki,  

yo loro setengah wis. 

„Yeah. Yes or no? A half of bunch is only two thousand,  

Maybe, it‟s two thousand and five hundred.‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : tigang ewu niku, bu. 

„It‟s three thousand, Mom.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : nggih mpun, nggo. 

„Alright, this is a vegetable.‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : ibu, mboten matur tawi. 

„Madam, this is not negotiable.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : iki sekilo piro? 

„What is the price of kilo?‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : kalihdoso, bu. 

„It‟s twenty thousand, Madam.‟ 
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Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : nggih niki pun setunggal mawon. 

„Alright, this is one.‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : nggih, tigang ewu, Bu. Dados enem ewu. 

„Alright, this is three thousand, Mom.‟ 

„So, all of them are six thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : ora, ora. Wis iki telung ewu. Dadi kabeh limang ewu. 

„No, this is three thousand.  

So, all of them are five thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : nggih, nggih bu. Kersane mboten nopo-nopo. 

„It‟s O.K, Mom. It‟s no matter.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : mpun, limang ewu. Laris-laris. 

„Alright, it‟s five thousand.  

Hopefully, you always sell it well.‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : Suwun, bu. 

„Thank You.‟ 
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Dialogue III. AN OLD WOMAN BOUGHT A TOFU 

Seller : Mrs. Wati  (48 years) 

Buyer : Mrs. Sri Sarsiki (73 years) 

 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : pinten niki, bu? 

„How much is this, Mam?‟ 

Mrs. Wati  : kalih setengah. 

„It‟s two thousand five hundred.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : kalih setengah?  

Nggih mpun, setunggal. Kalih, dewe-dewe. 

„Is it two thousand five hundred?  

O.K., it‟s one for me, please.  

I want two packs, it separated into two.‟ 
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Dialogue IV. AN OLD WOMAN BOUGHT MILKFISH 

Seller  : Mrs. Atun  (38 years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Sri Sarsiki (73 years) 

 

Mrs. Atun  : meniko pitu setengah, meniko wolu setengah,  

niki sembilan. 

„This is seven thousand, that is eight thousand, and 

 This is nine thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : niki enem ewu wae. 

„This milkfish is six thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Atun  : maturnuwun, pitu setengah. 

„Thanks, this is seven thousand five hundred.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : nggih. Iki loro, rolas ewu. 

„O.K. This is two, it‟s twelve thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Atun   : Pas sekawan welas, bu.  

Sampun, kerso nggih monggo mboten nggih mboten nopo-

nopo. 

„Two is fourteen thousand, Mom.  

Thanks, if you want, you take it.  

Otherwise, it‟s no matter.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : yawis, telulas ewu. 

„O.K., it‟s thirteen thousand.‟ 

Mrs.atun  : saestu, sampun kulo sudo setunggal ewu. 

„I‟ve reduced a thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki  : lha nggih njenengan sewu gondeli, podo wae to. 

„You hold a thousand, it‟s same.‟ 

Mrs. Atun  : jane gangsal welas, bu. 

„Really, this is fifteen thousand, Madam.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : lha nggih, telulas ndang. 

„It‟s thirteen thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Atun  : sekawan welas. Matur suwun. 

„It‟s fourteen thousand. Thanks.‟ 

Mrs. Atun  : sekawan welas, mpun murahi setunggal ewu.  

Ngersakaken pinten? 

„It‟s fourteen thousand. I‟ve reduced a thousand. 

 How many do you want?‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : loro, sing iki karo sing ngisor. 

„Two, I want this and the bottom of this.‟ 

Mrs. Atun  : kalih, ingkang pundi meniko? Kulo pendetke riyin nggih. 

„Two, which one? I‟ll get it first.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : Oh iki wis dibelek to? 

„Is there still feces?‟ 

Mrs. Atun  : nggih sampun, sampun resik, bu. 
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„It‟s clean, Madam.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : Karo iki. 

„Also, this is one.‟ 

Mrs. Atun  : oh, meniko ngeten nggih? 

Sampun, sekawan welas mawon. 

 Ngeten. Konduripun ngeten, maturnuwun. 

„Oh, so like this? Alright, it is only fourteen thousand.  

Like this, this is change of your money. Thank You.‟ 
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Dialogue V. A HOUSEWIFE BOUGHT A MUSHROOM 

Seller  : Mrs. Warsini  (54 years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Wina  (39 years) 

 

Mrs. Wina  : pinten niki, bu? 

„How much this is?‟ 

Mrs. Warsini  : sedasa. 

„It‟s ten thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Wina  : gak oleh kurang to? 

„Can it be reduced?‟ 

Mrs. Warsini  : mendete kathah? 

„Do you take a lot?‟ 

Mrs. Wina  : gak, siji. Gak oleh kurang ki? 

„No, it‟s just one. Can it be reduced?‟ 

Mrs. Warsini  : nek mendete kalih mangke dikirangi sewu. 

„If you take two, it will be reduced by a thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Wina  : sewu? 

„Is it a thousand?‟ 

Mrs. Warsini  : nggih. 

„Yes.‟ 

Mrs. Wina  : iki pitu ewu nek entuk. 

„It‟s seven thousand, if you‟re allow.‟ 

Mrs. Warsini  : kulake mboten angsal. 

„For resale, that is not the price.‟ 

Mrs. Wina  : wolu ewu ya? 

„How is about eight thousand?‟ 

Mrs. Warsini  : mang tambahi sewu, sanga ewu. 

„Please, you add a thousand, so nine thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Wina  : Emoh. Nek entuk wolu ewu. 

„No. If you allow, it‟s eight thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Warsini  : Sanga ewu. Sakjane sedasa niku, mbak.  

Ten pundi-pundi nggih sedasa. 

„It‟s nine thousand. Actually, this is ten thousand, Miss.  

„It‟s ten thousand around market.‟  

Mrs. Wina  : wolu ewu, ya dhe yaa. 

„How is about eight thousand?‟ 

Mrs. Warsini  : saestu, niku mung ngge long-long mbak.  

Kawit enjing wau nggih sedasa. 

„Really, miss. It‟s just for reducing my things, Miss.  

It is ten thousand since this morning.‟ 

Mrs. Wina  : piro dhe? Sangang ewu, dhe? 

„Alright, how much is this? Is it nine thousand?‟ 

Mrs. Warsini  : Nggih. Le, jujuli sewu iki. (memanggil anaknya) 
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„Yes. Son, you give her a thousand for change.  

(Calling a son)‟ 

 

(Ibu Wina berbicara kepada anak penjual jamur) 

(Mrs. Wina talks to the mushroom seller‟s son) 

Mrs. Wina   : Le, gak entuk welu ewu to? 

„Can it eight thousand?‟ 

Mrs. Warsini and the son : sanga ewu. 

„It‟s nine thousand.‟ 

The Son of mushroom seller : loro, wolulas. 

„Two packs are eighteen thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Wina   : Emoh, siji wolu ewu. 

„No, this one is eight thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Warsini   : nyoh sanga ewu glo iki.  

Wong ndek esuk sepuluh-sepuluh kok. 

„This is nine thousand.  

It‟s ten thousand since this morning‟  

The Son of mushroom seller : gak eneng, bu. 

„It‟s nothing, Mom.‟ 

Mrs. Wina   : Jujuli sewu. 

„You give me a thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Warsini   : oh, enek ding. Nggo. nggo. 

„Oh, there is money. This is for you.‟ 
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Dialogue VI. A HOUSEWIFE BOUGHT A BROCCOLI 

Seller  : Mrs. Suparni (68 years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Wina (39 years) 

 

Mrs. Wina  : pinten setengah kilo? 

„What is the price of half-kilo?‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : nggih, sewelas ewu, bu. 

„Yeah, it‟s eleven thousand, Mom.‟ 

Mrs. Wina  : pinten? 

„How much is this?‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : sewelas ewu. 

„It‟s eleven thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Wina  : mboten saget kirang to dhe? 

„Can it be reduced?‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : sewelas ewu. Sekilo pindah mawon, kalihdasa. 

„It‟s eleven thousand. A kilo is twenty thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Wina  : emoh, setengah kilo nek entuk sepuluh ya dhe ya? 

„No, a half-kilo is ten thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : nggih. 

„It‟s alright.‟ 

Mrs. Wina  : Angsal? 

„Do you allow?‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : angsal. 

„I‟m allowed.‟ 

Mrs. Wina  : setengah mawon, dhe. 

„It‟s just a half-kilo.‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : nggih. 

„Yes.‟ 

(menunggu sebentar) 

(Waiting for a while) 

Mrs. Suparni  : mboten sekilo pindah? 

„Why do you not take a kilo?‟ 

Mrs. Wina  : mboten setengah mawon, budhe. Sing apik nggih, budhe. 

„No, it‟s just a half-kilo, Mom.  

You choose a good broccoli, please.‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : nggih. Nopo malih, bu? 

„Yes. Have you need other, Mom?‟ 

Mrs. Wina  : sampun. Pareng. 

„It‟s enough. This is for you.‟ 

Mrs. Suparni  : nggih. 

„Alright, Thank You.‟ 
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Dialogue VII. A YOUNG WOMAN BOUGHT A CORN AND VEGETABLE) 

Seller : Mr. Ranto  (51 years) 

Buyer : Miss Nur  (23 years) 

 

Miss Nur chooses vegetable and corn. 

Ms. Nur  : jagunge pintenan? 

„How much this is corn?‟ 

Mr. Ranto  : tigang ewu niku. 

„It‟s three thousand‟ 

Ms. Nur  : niki, pak. 

„These are a corn and vegetable, Sir.‟ 

Mr. Ranto  : nggih. 

„Yes.‟ 

Ms. Nur  : oh, ngeten. (memberi uang) 

„O.K., this is the money. (Giving the money)‟ 

„ 
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Dialogue VIII. A TEACHER BOUGHT A MELINJO 

Seller  : Mrs. Endang  (57 years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Tiwi  (46 years) 

 

Mrs. Tiwi : pinten niki? 

„How much is this?‟ 

Mrs. Endang : niku telu enem. 

„This is thirty-six thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi : ora kurang? 

„Can it be reduced?‟ 

Mrs. Endang : telu enem, nggih tutup telu lima. 

„It‟s thirty-six, Mom. Alright, how this is thirty-five thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi : Telu papat? 

„How about thirty-four thousand?‟ 

Mrs. Endang : mboten, tenan. Gak entuk upah. Sewu rupiah. 

„No, really. I get not wage. It‟s just a thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi : halah, telu papat wae lah. 

„It‟s thirty-four.‟ 

Mrs. Endang : saestu buke. 

„It‟s really, Mom.‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi : telu papat wae. Ndang nyoh. 

„I give you thirty-four thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Endang : mboten, tiga sekawan. Kulo entosi, mboten entuk upah. 

„No, I can‟t. It‟s thirty-four. I‟m waiting, I get not wage.‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi : lha nggih entuk upah. 

„You get wage.‟ 

Mrs. Endang : lha kulo ken telu lima. Jane telu enem. Saestu, telu papat. 

„I want to thirty-five. Actually, this is thirty-six thousand.  

Really, it‟s thirty-four thousand.‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi : Oh, yowis. 

„It‟s O.K‟ 

Mrs. Endang : nopo ngeten sepindah? 

„How about you take it all?‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi : regane sakmene yo? 

„How about the price same with this?‟ 

Mrs. Endang : lha niku enem ewu noke buke ki. 

„That is six thousand, Madam.‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi : mbok iki? 

„How about this?‟ 

Mrs. Endang  : saestu, bu‟e. 

„It‟s really.‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi : yo, yo, yo. 

„It‟s alright‟ 
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Mrs. Endang : lha wingi pirang-pirang dina ora nduwe. 

„Several days were out of stock yesterday.‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi : yawis dhe, telu papat ya dhe ya. 

„Alright, it‟s thirty-four thousand‟. 

Mrs. Endang : tiga gangsal. 

„It‟s thirty-five.‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi : iki koyo ono sing bosok. 

„There is a rotten fruit.‟ 

Mrs. Endang : nggih ketut yakne. Lha wong wis dipilihi kok. 

„Maybe, it follows in plastic. I‟ve choose a good.‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi : nggih mpun niki. (memberikan uang) 

„O.K., this is for you. (Giving a money)‟ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


